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Foreword
Our approach
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I am delighted to introduce our fifth Corporate Responsibility
Report as Taylor Wimpey plc. We continue to maintain our
commitment to corporate responsibility and sustainability issues
including building sustainable homes and communities.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

We believe that corporate responsibility is an important aspect of long term business success and we have
integrated our approach into the operational management of our business. Our approach in this area helps us
to reduce business risks and identify areas of opportunity.
2011 has been a transformational year for Taylor Wimpey. Following the sale of our North American business,
we finalised our strategy to optimise our UK business with the aim of becoming the UK’s leading residential
developer for creating value and delivering quality. Our people are critical to our success and we ran a series
of presentations and discussion sessions around the country in the second half of 2011 to communicate our
strategy to and receive feedback from our employees.

Our customers
P27-29

We have made significant progress with our community focused approach during the year. A robust framework
for community engagement has been developed and rolled out to our land, planning and technical teams and
we aim to continually improve and lead the industry in this area. We have provided community engagement and
consultation training to staff involved directly in this area along with regional management teams. In 2012 we will
build on our community led planning approach and I look forward to reporting further successes next year.
We aim to deliver homes that are aspirational to our target customers and to ensure that our processes deliver
the high standards of service that our customers have a right to expect from us. It is therefore extremely pleasing
to report that our externally measured customer satisfaction score has increased to 92.1%.

Our people
P30-33

Health and Safety is a non-negotiable top priority at Taylor Wimpey and we maintain extremely high standards
in this area, achieving a 32% reduction in the injury frequency rate. We have also made significant progress in
the area of waste management, with the implementation of our Waste and Resources Strategy throughout our
UK business and supply chain. We have reduced our construction waste by 18% since 2010 and by a very
notable 53% since 2007 as part of a WRAP (Waste & Resources Action Programme) ‘Halving Waste to Landfill
Commitment’. This is a particular success as we have achieved this a year ahead of schedule.
We are committed to reporting annually on our progress and improving our performance in all aspects of
corporate responsibility; and I welcome feedback on our corporate responsibility and sustainability practices.

Our partners
P34-35

Pete Redfern
Chief Executive

Our performance
P36-38
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Business overview
Our approach
P04-08

Our regional operations
We operate as a network of local businesses, supported by a Head Office in High Wycombe.

North
Our North Division covers Scotland, the North East, the
North West and the West Midlands.
Our homes and communities
P09-26
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Our customers
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Our South Division incorporates our businesses in the East,
South East, South West and South Wales.

Our partners
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Spain Housing
We build high quality homes in
popular locations.
Overview
–– We have operations on the Costa Blanca,
Costa del Sol and the island of Mallorca.

Total Completions 2011

109

(2010: 136)

–– We build high quality homes that appeal to
both foreign and Spanish buyers.
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2011
achievements

Our vision is to be the UK’s leading residential developer
for creating value and delivering quality.

• Regeneration of significant areas of
disused or contaminated land to create
vibrant communities where people
will want to live

• Valuable contracts for our
predominantly UK suppliers
• Support for a wide range of community
and charitable activities and initiatives
including charitable donations of £211,000

of UK customers would
recommend us to a friend

32%

• Local communities do not always
welcome housing developments
in their area so we seek to engage,
consult and work in partnership to find
financially viable solutions that benefit
the local community while providing
the housing that is needed
• Home buying is a significant financial
and emotional investment and we have
a responsibility to our customers to
make buying, moving into and living in
a Taylor Wimpey home as easy
as possible
• Our business has a major impact on
the economic wellbeing and quality of
life of our employees, sub-contractors,
suppliers and others with whom we
do business so we seek to treat these
stakeholders fairly and with respect

• Implementing our Waste and
Resources Strategy across the UK
and throughout our supply chain and
reducing general construction waste
by 18% compared with 2010 and
53% since 2007
• Developing a community engagement
framework and a new About Taylor
Wimpey Web site as well as providing
engagement training for 219 employees
as part of our strategic approach to
community led planning
• 65 of our site managers winning
awards in the annual National
House-Building Council (NHBC)
Pride in the Job Awards

NHBC Pride in the
Job award winning
site managers

65

Our performance
P36-38

Reduction in
injury frequency

• The construction process creates noise,
dust and disturbance so we must build
in a considerate fashion and be a
good neighbour

• Achieving a 24% reduction in
the number of UK RIDDOR
reportable injuries

Our partners
P34-35

92.1%

• Homebuilding can impact on
biodiversity so we need to build
sensitively with regard to ecology
and biodiversity

• Developing a business-led Energy
and Carbon Strategy identifying
significant areas for annual energy
and carbon reduction opportunities

Reducing
waste by

53%
since 2007
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Our people
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• Jobs and career progression
opportunities for our 3,529 employees
as well as work for a considerable
number of contractors

• Building homes on scarce land means
that we must focus on stewardship
of the land resources that we own
and on which we build

Key achievements in 2011 include:
• Launching our Taylor Wimpey
Business Strategy and Cultural
Principles to employees

Our customers
P27-29

• £130m committed to infrastructure,
community facilities, education
and schools, jobs, businesses and
social housing

Key impacts that we have and the
responsibilities that these bring:
• Carbon emissions created by our
business activities and supply chain
contribute to climate change so we
must focus on reducing emissions,
energy use, water use and waste

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Key benefits that we
provided in 2011:
• 10,180 well designed, high-quality,
highly energy efficient homes in the
UK in which people can afford to live
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Our approach
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We seek to be a responsible organisation and to manage our business
to make positive social, environmental and economic contributions
to the regions in which we operate.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Report structure
This report covers our four key areas
of focus. These are:
Our homes and
communities
including:

Our customers
P27-29

- Community led planning p10
- Building more than just homes p12
- Design p14
- Environmental sustainability p15
- Social and economic benefits p20

Our customers
Ensuring that we provide high standards
of customer service and how we engage with
our customers p27

Our people
P30-33

Our people
Business ethics and how we treat our
employees, including the provision of training
and development opportunities. This section
also includes details of our approach to health
and safety p30

Our partners
How we work with key partners such as public
sector and landowners, affordable housing
providers, suppliers and sub-contractors p34
Our partners
P34-35

For more information
For more information on CR and sustainability
related policies and stakeholder engagement visit
plc.taylorwimpeyplc.co.uk/
CorporateResponsibility

Taylor Wimpey is a focused UK residential
developer which also has operations in
Spain. We focus on delivering quality and
creating value through land, particularly
through land acquisition, planning and site
development.
We believe that addressing corporate
responsibility (CR) makes sound
business sense for our Company
as well as being crucial for risk and
opportunity management, and is an
essential part of good governance.
This is our fifth annual Corporate
Responsibility Report as Taylor Wimpey
plc. This report demonstrates our work
and achievements during the period
from 1 January to 31 December 2011.
In July 2011 we completed the sale
of Taylor Wimpey’s North American
business to become a predominantly
UK focused residential developer. We
thank all of our former employees
in North America for their hard work,
loyalty and commitment over many
years and wish them every success
in the future.
Corporate responsibility and
sustainability management
Ultimate responsibility for corporate
responsibility continues to rest with
the Chief Executive, Pete Redfern.
Our Sustainability Steering Group
(SSG) coordinates our sustainability

activities at the operational level. The
SSG comprises seven senior personnel
from relevant disciplines across our
UK business and is chaired by Land
and Planning Director Peter Andrew,
who is a representative of the Group
Management Team.
Key areas of focus for the SSG in 2011
included the development of an Energy
and Carbon Strategy for the Company
and instigating a major review of the
environmental practices of our offices,
site compounds and sales areas. The
SSG also supervised the setting up
of a working group to identify further
non-financial metrics. The first new
metrics that we have committed to
measure are office, site and plot water
use as well as soil to landfill.
Sustainability issues are regularly
discussed by the Group Management
Team and the plc Board reviews our
corporate responsibility strategy and
reporting on an annual basis.
Health and safety and customer care
form part of all senior managers’
business objectives. Our executive
incentive scheme includes an
environmental criterion, which applies
to all UK, divisional and regional senior
management teams. A significant
element of incentive payment relates to
tonnes of construction waste per 1000
square feet built in order to encourage

Our performance
P36-38
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Our approach
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During 2011 we ran 14 events around
the UK to introduce our employees
to the new Taylor Wimpey Cultural
Principles and Strategy.

• If we make a mistake, we put
it right;
• We will not compromise in
ensuring that everyone leaves
our sites safe and well;
• We are competitive and don’t
accept second best; we drive
for results;
• We behave with integrity, and
are honest and forthright, but
we support each other; and
• We strive to enhance the
environment and local community,
not damage it.

Our people
P30-33

In addition, we undertook a formal
and rigorous board evaluation that
was externally facilitated by an
independent third party in line with the
UK Governance Code. Please see our
Annual Report and Accounts 2011 for
further information on our corporate
governance practices.

Taylor Wimpey’s vision is to be ‘the
UK’s leading residential developer for
creating value and delivering quality’.
Our six cultural principles are the values
that underpin everything we do. These
principles are supported by our Taylor
Wimpey Code of Business Conduct
and our plc policy documents.

Cultural Principles
• If something is worth doing,
it’s worth doing properly;

Our customers
P27-29

Corporate governance
The Board has reviewed and is
compliant with the UK Corporate
Governance Code and will fully comply
with the new provisions on diversity that
were introduced in October 2011. We
announced our Chairman’s statement
on diversity in August 2011. We also
introduced procedures in order to
ensure compliance with the provisions
of the Bribery Act 2010, which came
into force during 2011.

strategic objectives, principles and
priorities for the Company.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

waste reduction and improved resource
use. In addition, health and safety and
customer care form part of all senior
managers’ business objectives.

Our partners
P34-35

Cultural principles and
business strategy
During 2011 we finalised our
comprehensive Taylor Wimpey
Business Strategy after extensive
internal consultation. The Strategy
encompasses a Vision Statement and
cultural principles as well as long term

Our performance
P36-38
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Our approach continued

Risk and opportunity management
Our approach
P04-08
Our homes and communities
P09-26

We believe that our approach
to corporate responsibility and
sustainability helps us to reduce
business risks and identify opportunities
for our Company. Our Sustainability
and Climate Change Risk and
Opportunity Register identifies a wide
range of non-financial issues that could
affect our Company. The Taylor Wimpey
Energy and Carbon Strategy, which will
be finalised in 2012 (see page 8), also
provides an assessment of strategic
carbon-related risks and opportunities.

Taylor Wimpey plc’s Audit Committee
participates in identifying financial
and non-financial risks. These risks
are included in the Board’s annual
assessment of the risks affecting the
Group as well as in the ensuing plans
for effective management of these
including internal controls. Our
established systems and procedures
– such as our comprehensive Health,
Safety and Environmental Management
System – also contribute to effective
risk management.

Our UK Operating Framework is
supported by a series of detailed
policies and manuals. It provides
detailed clarification of our systems
and procedures in all areas and
supports operational efficiency,
consistency and control. We have
a continuous improvement process
in place for the framework including
a formal feedback process.
Details of the Company’s principal risks
and uncertainties are published in the
Annual Report and Accounts 2011.

Key sustainability risks and opportunities that we focused on during 2011 include:

Our customers
P27-29
Our people
P30-33
Our partners
P34-35
Our performance
P36-38

Key risk

Actions taken

Opportunities

Our homes and
communities –
community led
planning

Planning risk as policy changes with
the introduction of the Localism Act.

Extensive work undertaken to
understand the implications
of the Localism Act and to
respond effectively.

Industry leadership in planning and
community engagement could help
us to win competitive tenders, secure
planning consents and obtain the
approval of local communities.

Our homes and
communities –
environmental
sustainability and
climate change

Increasing energy and carbon costs as
well as waste to landfill costs.

Developed an Energy and Carbon
Strategy, implemented our Waste
and Resource Strategy and continue
to maintain effective site waste
management processes.

Reduction in energy use and waste to
landfill would result in significant cost
savings and environmental benefits.

Our homes and
communities –
environmental
design standards

Rising cost of meeting changing
sustainability regulatory requirements.

We undertake ongoing research and
development including analysis of
upcoming regulation with a focus on
responding in a cost effective manner.

Competitive advantage through
providing products that meet building
regulations in the most costeffective way.

Our customers –
ability to attract and
retain customers

Failure to meet customer service and
build quality expectations, necessity of
undertaking expensive remedial action.

A robust Quality Management System
and Customer Journey combined with
a focus on training ensures high levels
of customer service and build quality.

Satisfied customers improve our
reputation and building high quality,
aspirational homes and communities
appeals to new customers.

Our people –
ability to attract
and retain high
calibre employees

Recruiting employees with inadequate
skills or in insufficient numbers, or not
being able to retain key staff.

We monitor employee turnover levels
on a monthly basis and conduct exit
interviews, as appropriate, to identify
any areas for improvement. We
benchmark our remuneration against
the industry, have succession plans
in place for key roles within the Group
and hold regular development reviews
to identify training requirements.

Our employees are our greatest asset.
Having great teams improves our
business success.

Our people –
site safety

Building sites are inherently dangerous
places. Unsafe practices by our
employees or sub-contractors have
the potential to cause serious injury
or death.

We have a comprehensive
health, safety and environmental
management system, which is integral
to our business. This is supported by
our policies and procedures to ensure
that we live up to our intention of
providing a safe and healthy working
environment and build houses that
comply with the required regulations.

Providing a safe and healthy working
environment is not about creating
opportunities, it is about doing
the right thing.

Our partners –
availability of
suppliers and
sub-contractors

Failure to access a sufficient base
of skilled contractors resulting in
delays, quality issues or inability
to meet required environmental
standards on our sites.

As part of our sub-contractor selection
process, key competencies are
considered particularly in relation to
heath and safety, quality, previous site
performance and financial stability.

Our working in partnership with
suppliers and contractors helps
to improve their performance,
our performance and our ability
to access the high quality suppliers
and contractors that we need.

We also work to address the skills
shortage in the industry through
apprenticeship schemes and the
Construction Industry Training Board.
6
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Stakeholder engagement
We continue to be a member of
NextGeneration, which produces an
annual benchmark of performance in
delivering sustainable development
by the top 25 UK homebuilders by
volume. Taylor Wimpey achieved
seventh place in the 2011 corporate
benchmark with a score of 60%. Further
details on the benchmark are available
at: www.nextgeneration-initiative.co.uk

Our approach
P04-08
Our homes and communities
P09-26

Consulting and engaging with
stakeholders helps us to understand
and address the wider social, environmental
and economic implications and impacts
of our Company. As a Company we
are trying to become more open and
transparent to our stakeholders and,
at the same time, we are striving to
listen more and be increasingly
responsive to them.

How we engage with our stakeholders
Investors

National government

We maintain a steady dialogue with both the UK Government and
other political parties in terms of emerging legislation, policy changes
and other relevant areas including sustainability issues. We also
engage with government agencies such as the Environment Agency
and the Highways Agency.

Our customers
P27-29

We actively seek and encourage regular engagement with major
institutional shareholders and other stakeholders. We maintain an
extremely thorough investor relations programme.

Customers

Our UK Customer Journey sets out how we engage with customers
throughout the homebuying process. We measure and monitor
customer satisfaction through independent industry surveys.

We are committed to engaging with and consulting local communities
and other relevant stakeholders wherever possible. We aim to work in
partnership with communities to find the best solutions to development.
We introduced a community engagement framework in 2011.

Employees

Suppliers, sub-contractors and other
business partners

We engage regularly with our suppliers, sub-contractors and other
business partners. We have quarterly meetings with all national suppliers
in the UK and provide training and support for sub-contractors in areas
such as health, safety and environment.

We aim to work in close partnership with Local Authorities. We follow
through the planning process properly, ensuring that it is undertaken
effectively and professionally. Wherever possible, we engage with
planners through pre-application consultation.

Taylor Wimpey plc Corporate Responsibility Report 2011

We provide affordable (social) housing on a significant proportion
of our developments. We work closely with independent housing
organisations that are Registered Providers to ensure that affordable
housing is integrated effectively into our developments.

Trade associations and industry bodies

Members of our senior management team represent the Company
on a wide range of industry and other committees and steering
groups. We work closely with the HBF (Home Builders Federation)
as well as regularly engaging with organisations such as the NHBC
(National House-Building Council), the CBI (Confederation of British
Industry) and the Zero Carbon Hub.

Charities, NGOs and other groups interested
in sustainable homes and communities

We work with charities, non-governmental and other organisations
on specific projects or at particular developments. For example,
we continue to work closely with the local Wildlife Trust at our
Cambourne development in Cambridgeshire.

Our performance
P36-38

Local government

Housing associations

Our partners
P34-35

We keep employees informed about Company news and developments
via a weekly digital newsletter, emails and our Company intranet. We
provide an annual appraisal and development review for all UK salaried
employees. Our next employee survey will take place in 2012.

Land is the vital ‘raw material’ for our business so we maintain a
continual discussion with landowners and land agents. We focus
on working together and creating relationships that benefit
everyone involved.
Our people
P30-33

Local communities

Landowners and land agents
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Climate change
Our approach
P04-08
Our homes and communities
P09-26

We aim to build
homes responsibly
and efficiently, and
reduce greenhouse
gas emissions
generated by our
business activities.
Taylor Wimpey acknowledges the
global threat of climate change and
our responsibility to reduce carbon
dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse
gas emissions from our operations.

Our customers
P27-29

We are committed to working with
government and others to achieve
emissions reductions and engaging
with our supply chain to reduce the
embodied energy within the materials
and services we use.

Our people
P30-33

Climate change has significant potential
to affect our business and the homes
and communities we build. Our
Sustainability and Climate Change
Risks and Opportunities Register –
see page 6 – will help to guide the
adaptation of the homes we build
and our business practices, as well
as informing our mitigation areas.

Our partners
P34-35

Our Chief Executive Pete Redfern
has ultimate responsibility for all of our
corporate climate change strategies.
Pete Redfern is one of a group of

business leaders who make up the
CBI (Confederation of British Industry)
Climate Change Board and we also
participate in the Climate Change Board
Working Group. We participated in the
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) in 2011
and will continue to provide CDP with
climate change related information and
data annually. Our CDP submission and
the 2011 FTSE350 report is available at
www.cdproject.net
Developing an energy and
carbon strategy
During 2011 we worked closely
with the Carbon Trust and our senior
management team to develop an
Energy and Carbon Strategy. This
exercise has identified significant
areas for annual energy and carbon
cost saving opportunities within Taylor
Wimpey and our supply chain. The
strategy, which will be finalised in 2012,
will include an assessment of strategic,
carbon-related risks and opportunities
along with vision, targets and a highlevel action plan of how to mitigate the
risks and address the energy and cost
reduction opportunities. We will then
start to develop a Sustainability Strategy
for the Company.
Measuring emissions
We are a full participant in the CRC
(Carbon Reduction Commitment)
Energy Efficiency Scheme, the UK’s
mandatory climate change and energy
saving scheme. We measure and
monitor our UK office and site electricity,

gas and other fuels such as diesel for
the CRC scheme and publish our results
annually. In July 2011, we produced
our first CRC annual and footprint
reports and our position in the CRC
Performance League Table is available
via the Department of Energy and
Climate Change Web site
www.decc.gov.uk
We have undertaken greenhouse gas
(GHG) footprinting exercises for our
UK operations since 2009. This uses
financial and other data to estimate the
GHG emissions that arise from our UK
activities, including our sites, offices and
business travel, as a result of waste
disposal and throughout our supply
chains. The results are shown in the
table below.
Targets
We will continue to comply with the
UK Corporate Governance Code
and to measure, monitor and report
annually on our corporate responsibility
performance. We will also report on our
GHG emissions on an annual basis and
participate in the Carbon Disclosure
Project and the NextGeneration
benchmark of the sustainability
performance of housebuilders.
Further information on corporate
responsbility including sustainability
related policies and our Climate Policy
is available at plc.taylorwimpey.co.uk/
CorporateResponsibility/

UK energy and climate change data
Data is provided as tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) and covers 100% of our UK housing operations. In 2011 we
also included emissions from our TWL logistics business and from our Prestoplan timber frame manufacturing business.
GHG Scope

Our performance
P36-38

2011

2010

2009

Direct emissions – GHG Protocol Scope 1

10,923

10,194

11,524

Electricity indirect emissions – GHG Protocol Scope 2

13,444

23,903

23,731

Other indirect emissions from operations and supply chain – GHG Protocol Scope 3

426,281

425,741

419,734

Total CO2e

450,648

459,838

454,989

Note: The estimation of carbon emissions, and in particular supply chain emissions, is not an exact science; there are significant uncertainties and no single established
way of doing the calculations. Small year on year variations do not necessarily reflect real changes to emissions. In 2011 we had access to better data sources which has
resulted in a more accurate (and reduced) estimate of Scope 2 electricity emissions. Taylor Wimpey is committed to continually improve the methodology upon which our
carbon footprint estimations are based. During 2011, we identified an error in the calculations which had resulted in some emissions having been mis-categorised between
Scopes 2 and 3. Therefore although the overall emissions figure remains the same, the apportionment between Scope 2 and 3 figures for 2009 and 2010 have changed
from those published in the 2010 CR Report.
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Our homes and communities
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Taylor Wimpey aims to be a responsible residential developer, building aspirational homes
and communities that enhance the local area, meet the needs of existing residents and are
attractive to potential customers. We build highly energy efficient homes and address
a wide range of environmental and social issues through the design of our developments.
In addition, we provide important benefits to local communities including building much
needed housing, creating jobs and funding extensive community improvements.

Design

p14

Environmental sustainability

p15

Social and economic benefits

p20

Using design to create high quality, cost effective, attractive
and aspirational homes and communities that meet the
needs of local residents as well as enhancing the local area.
Ensuring that we take a wide range of architecture, landscape
and sustainability issues into account on every development.

Building homes that are ever more energy efficient as
well as reducing the environmental impact of our
operations at both a local and global scale. Having an
effective environmental management system including
a comprehensive approach to waste and resource
management as well as green procurement.

Making major contributions to the local economies in which
we build through building homes in which people can afford
to live, providing jobs and work opportunities, regenerating
land, leaving a positive legacy and supporting charitable and
community initiatives.
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Our performance
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p12

Providing or funding infrastructure and community
facilities, contributing to education and schools, creating
jobs and business opportunities as well as building social
(affordable) housing as part of our planning obligations.

Our partners
P34-35

Building more than just homes

Our people
P30-33

p10

Striving to be the industry leader in managing the planning
and community engagement process. Working closely with
our development partners and local communities to create
thriving, sustainable communities and aiming to be a good
neighbour throughout the construction process.

Our customers
P27-29

Community led planning

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Our key areas of focus are:
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Our homes and communities continued

Community led planning
Our approach
P04-08

We aim to become the industry leader in
managing the planning and community
engagement process.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

We pride ourselves on having local
knowledge in the areas in which we
build, gained through our regional
operating businesses. Achieving a viable
and appropriate planning permission
(one that balances the needs of the
community with those of our business)
efficiently and consistently is at the heart
of our business strategy and we are
committed to following an approach that
puts the community at the centre of
this process.

Our customers
P27-29
Our people
P30-33

During 2011 we developed a
comprehensive Community Led
Planning Strategy to respond to the UK
Government’s Localism Act 2011. We
are involving everyone across our UK
business in this process and our aim is to
be an organisation that listens, responds
and ultimately delivers local requirements
in the most appropriate way.

As part of our work in this area we have
launched About Taylor Wimpey, a new
Web site, about.taylorwimpey.co.uk, that
provides extensive information for local
government and local communities on
our company, our approach and
our experience.
Community engagement
We aim to have a continuous
programme of community engagement
during the lifetime of a development
scheme including ongoing discussions
with all interested people and groups,
from the initial plans and throughout
the build process. We are focused on
making our community consultation
and engagement process increasingly
transparent, accessible and consistent.
During 2011 we developed a community
engagement framework for all of our UK
regional businesses to use on all new
developments. This provides guidance
and a series of prompts on issues such
as undertaking research into the local
community, understanding community
demographics and identifying a full range
of community and other stakeholders.
It also covers how to choose effective

Case study

Child safety
Our partners
P34-35
Our performance
P36-38

We regularly engage with local
schools to ensure that school
children understand that building
sites are dangerous places and
never somewhere to play. For
example, we visited youngsters
at two local primary schools near
our Cavalry Park development
in Kilsyth, Scotland in 2011.
Mrs Jill Woodward of Kilsyth
Primary School, said, “It’s great
that Taylor Wimpey understands
the importance of our children’s
safety, and has created such
an interactive and proactive
approach to appeal to our pupils”.
10
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Our homes and communities continued

Community led planning continued

Further details of our Community
Policy are available at
plc.taylorwimpey.co.uk/
CorporateResponsibility/Policies/

We fully support the principles of the
Considerate Constructors Scheme
(CCS) and participate in the scheme
on many of our larger UK developments.
In 2011 we won a CCS silver award for
our Cooks Shipyard development in
Wivenhoe. We also won bronze awards
for our Brickyard Lane development in
Kilburn, Derbyshire and our Campbell
Park development in Milton Keynes.

Further information on our approach
to community led planning including
a range of case studies is available
on our community Web site at
about.taylorwimpey.co.uk

Our performance
P36-38

safety and environmental management
system addresses all of these issues in
detail and is consistently applied across
all of our UK sites.

Our partners
P34-35

Good neighbours
The construction process creates noise,
dust and disturbance so it is important
that we have systems and processes
in place to ensure that we build in
a considerate fashion and create
minimal disturbance to neighbours
during construction.

During 2011 we presented our Community Led Planning Strategy to
UK employees at a series of 14 events that we ran around the UK to
introduce our employees to the new Taylor Wimpey cultural principles
and strategy (see page 5). We also provided training for 219 employees
including all Managing Directors plus senior management and
employees working within relevant functions. This training focused on
developing listening, communication and engagement skills.

Our people
P30-33

Planning applications that take
sustainability into account
We use a planning application template
on all developments to ensure that our
planning applications are consistent and
comprehensive. This template covers
all social, environmental and economic
aspects of planning from community
consultation to flood risk assessments.
It is used alongside a detailed internal
guide to delivering sustainable
development. We also produce
sustainability statements for all new
UK developments. In addition, we
continue to provide a comprehensive
programme of training for our technical
and design teams.

Engagement training

Our customers
P27-29

Local communities do not always
welcome housing developments in their
area so we seek to work in partnership
with them to find solutions. Our case
study on Farriers Cross in Henley-inArden on page 26 provides an example
of how we listened to the strong
opposition of a local community and
worked with them to design a scheme
that they could support. We are not
perfect and do not always get it
right. But we are striving for
continual improvement.

Case study

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Our larger developments take many
years to complete and we often become
very involved in community development
and local activities during this time. We
have helped to establish community
development trusts (CDT) on a number
of our sites, which set a long term
stewardship strategy.

Our approach
P04-08

consultation methods, evaluate
consultation feedback and respond
to that feedback.

Targets
We will continue to focus on improving
our community engagement and will
further develop the About Taylor Wimpey
Web site.

It is also vital that we ensure that all of
our construction sites are as safe as
possible for workers, visitors and local
communities. Our comprehensive health,
Taylor Wimpey plc Corporate Responsibility Report 2011
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Our homes and communities continued

Building more than just homes
Our approach
P04-08

We do much more than build homes –
we make a positive contribution to the
communities which we work in.

of improvements outside of the site,
for example.
Another area in which we are regularly
involved is in funding improvements
to public transport links. We advise
our teams to consider green transport
solutions at an early stage.

Our homes and communities
P09-26
Our customers
P27-29
Our people
P30-33

In 2011, we agreed to invest
£130.2 million into the areas where
we are building, as part of Local
Authority Planning Agreements. These
include Section 106 and Section 75
Agreements as well as Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) spend.

Community facilities
We also provide community
infrastructure that transforms
our developments into working
communities. We either develop this
infrastructure ourselves, or through
contributions to the local authority.

Infrastructure
Infrastructure is vital to successful
development and connecting schemes
with their local area through shared
facilities and transport links. We
develop physical infrastructure (roads,
sewers and utilities) that allows our
developments to function day to
day for our customers. Much of the
infrastructure we provide is outside
of the site, for example work on
highways beyond our sites, to mitigate
the impact of development. Our
Augusta Park development in Andover
will include approximately £45 million

We have well established community
centres and extensive play facilities for
children and teenagers at developments
such as Cambourne. We may also
provide a temporary community centre
during construction before a permanent
centre is built at a later stage, for
example at Leybourne Grange
in Kent and Billington Grove in
Leighton Buzzard.

Case study
Our partners
P34-35

Encouraging
sport in
Cambourne

We provide public art on many
developments, commissioning local
artists and often involving the community
in the choice of design and location. An
example is a ‘Leaf Barrier’ sculpture at

Robertson MP said, “The great
lesson here is that it shows how
developers can work with the
local and parish councils to
provide a fantastic new facility
that’s right on the doorstep for
local people to use”.

Our performance
P36-38

Sports pitches and other facilities
are also regularly included
in planning obligations. For
example, the £2.36 million sports
and leisure centre that we cofunded in Cambourne includes
a large sports hall, dance studio
and large gym. We also funded
sports pitches and a pavilion at
Cambourne as well as extensive
open space. The Minister for
Sport and the Olympics, Hugh
12
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Our homes and communities continued

Building more than just homes continued

Sections 106 and 75 and Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) spend

£130.167m
(2010: £92.055m)

Breakdown:
Affordable housing contributions
Education
Public transport
Public open spaces
Leisure facilities
Highways
Public art
Community buildings
Commuted sums
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
Other

£’000

93,551
17,427
4,091
2,181
1,754
3,415
121
467
997
161
6,003

Our performance
P36-38
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2011 community contributions via
planning obligations
Our partners
P34-35

Affordable housing
We provide affordable (social) housing
on a significant proportion of our
developments every year as part of
planning obligations. We completed
2,048 affordable homes in the UK in
2011, approximately 20% of total home
completions. See page 20 for more
detail on our approach.

We have recently started work on the
building of 872 homes at the former
Queen Elizabeth Barracks in Church
Crookham in Hampshire. As part of the
planning obligations package agreed in
2011, we will be providing a local centre,
two hectares of employment space,
a site for a new primary school and a
financial contribution of £13 million to
education. We will also be providing a
community hall, allotments, an athletics
track, football pitch, multi-use games
area, children’s play areas and more
than 72 hectares of informal open space.
In addition we will be funding health
provision and bus service improvements
as well as undertaking and funding local
highway improvements. A total of 30%
of the homes to be built will be much
needed affordable (social) housing.

Our people
P30-33

Jobs and businesses
Our developments often integrate space
for shops, doctors’ surgeries, cafes and
other local businesses or amenities.
Our larger developments sometimes
include business parks. These provide
a considerable number of jobs for local
residents as well as encouraging people
to work locally and reducing their need
to commute. We also provide work on
site during the construction phase of our
developments, for example in December
2011 15% of the workforce employed
at our Waterside Park development in
London were from the local area.

Planning obligations at Queen
Elizabeth Barracks

Our customers
P27-29

Education and schools
We understand that new developments
can put a strain on local schools and
educational facilities, and we often
contribute funding to both primary and
secondary schools to limit this impact.
For example, we are co-funding two
primary schools and an education
campus at our Cranbrook development
in Devon.

Case study

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Many of our developments include
extensive formal and informal open
space. This ranges from parks, sports
pitches and playgrounds to wildlife
areas. For example, our Cambourne
development in Cambridgeshire has
been designed around a network of
footpaths, cycleways, and bridleways
which link the residential areas with the
village centre and connect to the open
green spaces. There are a number of
village greens, play areas and other
informal public open spaces, with 45
hectares of new woodland and 12 miles
of hedges containing over 250,000 trees
and shrubs.

Our approach
P04-08

The Parks development in Bracknell,
which links the streets and homes of
the scheme with a new 19 hectare area
of parkland.
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Our homes and communities continued

Design

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Our focus is on providing high-quality,
well designed, sustainable homes and
communities that meet the needs of
local residents. We consider the design
of the space around the homes we
build to be as important as the homes
themselves. We look to create places
where people feel safe and welcome,
and where the residents feel motivated
to invest in their community over the
long term.

Our customers
P27-29

Our approach
P04-08

We strive to build aspirational homes and
communities for our customers that enhance
the local area.

Our people
P30-33

Our house type range
We started to use our new house
type range in the design of new UK
developments in 2011, based on the
prototypes that we built in 2010. We
will continue to review and improve the
homes that we construct based on the
experience and customer feedback
we receive. The new house types are
designed to be high quality, extremely
energy efficient and also straightforward,
cost effective and safe to build. They
are also extremely flexible with different
internal layouts and exteriors that can
be varied easily to complement local
landscapes and streetscapes.

Our partners
P34-35

The house types are designed to meet
specific space standards and comply
with Secured by Design principles (the
nationwide initiative intended to reduce
crime through home and development

design). They are also capable
of achieving Lifetime Homes standards
of accessibility and adaptability for
changing lifestyles, where required.
Better by design
In 2011 we worked with Design for
Homes to develop a Building for
Life process for our designers and
technical teams. Building for Life is
a standard for well-designed homes
and neighbourhoods designed to
help create functional, attractive and
sustainable housing. Our process will
ensure that we take full account of the
Building for Life criteria whenever we
are planning a new development.
We aim to design our developments,
as well as our homes, in line with Secure
by Design principles and we often
consult with police liaison officers to
discuss our plans.
Targets
In 2012 we will introduce our new
Building for Life process across our
UK businesses and provide training for
everyone who will be working with it. We
will also continue to review, assess and
further improve our new house
type range.

Case study

Best Developer
in Spain
Taylor Wimpey Spain was
named Best Developer in Spain
in the 2011 Overseas Luxury and
Lifestyle Awards. The award
judges stated that our Spanish
business “has had plenty of
success over the years building
homes that aim to contribute to
the natural beauty of the country.
They are a team of experienced
professionals, always happy to
help and their portfolio cannot
be rivalled by many in Spain”.
We completed 109 homes in
Spain in 2011.

Our performance
P36-38

Los Altos del Golf,
Camp de Mar, Mallorca
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Our homes and communities continued

Environmental sustainability

Our sites increasingly integrate
some form of water saving feature.
Our Campbell Park and Greenwich
Millennium Village developments
harvest rainwater for use on external
landscaping. Our Leybourne Grange

15

Our performance
P36-38

Water use
We are committed to improving the
water efficiency of the homes we build,
for example through using water-efficient
fittings and appliances as standard.
From 2012 we will measure the water
use of our sites, offices and home plots
before sale in order to monitor and
identify ways to further increase
water efficiency.

Our partners
P34-35
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All of our UK offices are supplied with
electricity on a CHP energy tariff and
all new homes are on a hydroelectricity
tariff when handed over to our
customers. We also require our regional
businesses to produce a sustainability
statement for all new developments.

Our people
P30-33

Fabric first and renewable
energy use
Experience has taught us that the best
way to reduce the energy demand of
our homes is by improving the quality
of the building fabric, its insulation and
its airtightness. We then consider
installing simple technologies such
as sustainable heating systems based
on flue-gas heat recovery and wastewater heat recovery. We only fit more
complex technologies, including
photovoltaic panels, heat pumps,
combined heat and power systems and
biomass heating systems, when they are
needed. This approach to environmental
sustainability requirements keeps the
future maintenance and costs for

We regularly install solar photovoltaic
systems. In Campbell Park in Milton
Keynes this generates electricity for
lighting communal areas and surplus
electricity is exported to the grid. Other
developments using photovoltaic
panels for communal lighting include
Augusta Park in Andover. We often use
technologies such as solar powered
water heating and air source heat
pumps on sites. All new Taylor Wimpey
Spain developments are built according
to a new technical code that requires
solar powered water heating and
improved thermal insulation.

Our customers
P27-29

Code for Sustainable Homes (CfSH) is
the national standard for the sustainable
design and construction of new homes.
In 2011, we completed 1,158 homes
to Code level three and 75 homes to
Code level four (in comparison with 570
homes to Code level three in 2010).
In addition we built 1,037 homes to
EcoHomes standards (the standard
that has now been replaced by CfSH)
including 114 to EcoHomes Good, 463
to Very Good and 460 to Excellent.
We are working in partnership to build
around 780 homes at Code level four
at our Waterside Park regeneration
scheme in East London.

We have extensive experience of
delivering renewable energy solutions.
We use combined heat and power
(CHP) systems on a number of sites.
We are responsible for the long term
management of our CHP system at
Greenwich Millennium Village in London
and our Academy Central development
in London has an energy centre with a
biomass boiler and CHP unit.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

A current Taylor Wimpey UK home
is considerably more energy efficient
than older housing stock. Changes to
Building Regulations Part L introduced
in 2010 require all new build homes
to achieve a 25% reduction in carbon
emissions compared with 2006
regulations. In 2013 this will increase
further and in 2016 the Government
intends for all new build homes to be
zero carbon.

homeowners to a minimum and
means that there will be consistent
energy bill savings.

Our approach
P04-08

We are committed to improving the
environmental sustainability of our
business operations as well as the homes
and communities that we build.

Our homes and communities continued

Environmental sustainability continued

Our approach
P04-08

Case study

Monitoring the energy
performance of homes

Our homes and communities
P09-26

We are working with the Zero Carbon Hub to test the postoccupancy energy performance of some of our homes at the Rowner
renegeneration scheme in Gosport. As part of this trial we have
constructed the first block of flats in the UK to comply with the Zero
Carbon Hub’s Fabric Energy Efficiency Standard (FEES). According
to Sarah Downes of Zero Carbon Hub, “The regeneration of Rowner
provides a unique opportunity to study the design and construction
process for homes being built to ambitious standards. This will
highlight valuable information throughout each phase”.

development (see case study on
page 25) is being built to meet specific
domestic water use targets and around
half of the homes will have a greywater
system that uses recycled bath water
for flushing toilets. A percentage of
homes on our Oxley Gate development
in Milton Keynes are also being built
with a greywater system. Developments
such as Lawley Farm in Telford provide
child friendly water butts to all houses.

Our customers
P27-29

Our Academy Central development
in London, Campbell Park in Milton
Keynes and NR1 in Norwich are also
being built with green or brown roofs.
These provide a range of benefits
including reducing stormwater
run-off and creating wildlife habitats.
A considerable number of our
developments include sustainable urban
drainage systems (SUDS), such as our
landscape award winning Cambourne
development in Cambridgeshire and
Kings Reach in Biggleswade where
we have created attractive flood water
meadows that provide flood risk
mitigation and wildlife habitat.

Our people
P30-33
Our partners
P34-35

Encouraging a greener lifestyle
We often integrate other features
that are designed to encourage our
homeowners to live a more ecofriendly life. Many of our sites have
green transport plans that promote
walking, cycling, public transport and
other green travel options. Our Dukes
Meadow development in Waterlooville
has its own green travel Web site and
we have provided free bicycles, cycle
storage and cycle washing points at our
Campbell Park development. Our Grand
Union Village development in London
has a well established car club and we
are planning to introduce a car share
scheme at Academy Central and a car
club at NR1 in Norwich. In addition,
our Maybury Hill development in Woking
provides electric car charging points.

Our performance
P36-38

Our Drayton View development in
Daventry provides water butts, rotary
driers and compost bins to all houses
as part of our planning obligations.
We regularly provide segregated
recycling bins for homes to encourage
residents to use their local authority
recycling service.
16
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Environmental sustainability continued
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Richard Swannell, Director at
WRAP, said: “Taylor Wimpey
has successfully implemented
a company-wide approach to
better resource use and waste
management, and provides
an excellent example of how
organisations across the
sector are realising tangible
benefits through resource
efficiency measures”.

Our performance
P36-38

We have a formal, comprehensive
and fully integrated health, safety
and environmental management

We significantly exceeded
our ambition and achieved a
reduction of 53% based on tonnes
per unit completed. Taylor
Wimpey has worked extensively
with WRAP for some years. We
continue to work on a range of
projects including a supply chain
review of our waste performance.

Our partners
P34-35

Environmental management
We are committed to maintaining
high standards in relation to the
environmental management of sites.
We always aim to keep any harmful
effects that our activities may have on
local environments and communities
to a minimum, and to make a positive
contribution to the areas we build in.

Waste and resource use
Using materials efficiently and keeping
waste to a minimum makes sound
environmental and business sense.
Developed in 2010, our comprehensive
Waste and Resources Strategy and
accompanying Action Plan shapes
our thinking and practices in this area.
We expect it to have a major effect on
the environmental impact of our UK
homebuilding operations as well as
contributing significant cost savings.

Taylor Wimpey is a signatory
to the WRAP (Waste Resources
Action Programme) campaign
to halve the amount of UK
construction, demolition and
excavation waste going to landfill
by 2012. We set a target of 20%
reduction in construction waste
compared with 2007, when
George Wimpey merged with
Taylor Woodrow.

Our people
P30-33

We are keen to work with external
organisations such as wildlife trusts.
We have worked closely with The
Cambridgeshire Wildlife Trust from
the earliest stages of planning our
Cambourne development and we are
currently involved in a major initiative
to provide bee habitat.

During 2011 we had two cases
within the UK of non-compliance with
environmental legislation, receiving
two Abatement Notices, one for dust
and one for noise issues relating to
two specific sites. Upon receipt of the
Abatement Notices, we took immediate
steps to resolve these issues and to
prevent reoccurrence.

Halving waste
to landfill

Our customers
P27-29

Biodiversity
Homebuilding can impact on biodiversity
so we need to ensure that we build
sensitively with regard to the ecology of
the land being developed. We always
aim to protect plants and wildlife and,
where possible, improve the ecological
value of the sites we develop. All sites
have an ecological impact assessment
to assess the effect development
will have on the plants and wildlife in
and around the site. We produce Site
Specific Environmental Action Plans
(SSEAP) for all developments and
these are reviewed on a monthly
basis as a minimum.

Case study

Our homes and communities
P09-26

In 2011, 64% of the land on which we
built was previously developed sites
known as brownfield land. We transform
empty, derelict or contaminated areas
of land into desirable places to live and
we improve the local environment,
which benefits the wider community. We
work closely with a number of UK and
Europe–wide organisations to research
and develop new technologies and
techniques in land use management.

system in place in the UK covering
all of our business activities. Our UK
environmental management system
(EMS) is audited by our regional health,
safety and environmental advisors and
local management team directors visit
and review all sites monthly. On at least
a monthly basis every operating site
has an independent health, safety and
environmental audit completed by our
independent site health, safety and
environmental advisors, RG Wilbrey
and C-Mist. Our environmental advisors
RSK also complete reviews of the
environmental management systems
in place to ensure that procedures
and reporting mechanisms remain up
to date with environmental legislative
and best practice requirements. Taylor
Wimpey’s environmental management
system is in line with the principles set
out in ISO 14001. We are committed to
best practice environmental control on
site, particularly pollution prevention.

Our approach
P04-08

Land stewardship
We acknowledge that UK land is scarce
and that we have a responsibility to
provide stewardship of land resources,
looking after the land that we own and
on which we build.

Our approach is to focus on keeping
waste to a minimum through the design
of the products used when building the
homes, separating and recovering as
much material from the site as possible
(reuse and recycling or treatment),
carefully considering options when
there are excess materials on a site,
and keeping the amount of materials
that are sent to landfill to a minimum.
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Environmental sustainability continued

Our approach
P04-08

We are committed to continual
improvement in this area.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

During 2011 we ran a roadshow
providing one day workshops on
the Waste and Resources strategy
for relevant employees and senior
management teams in our regional
businesses. We also developed a
Supply Chain Waste and Resources
Strategy in consultation with our major
suppliers and now include it in all new
tender documents.

Our customers
P27-29

A significant amount of our waste
comes from demolition, remediation and
excavation rather than just construction
phase waste with the bulk of this waste
being soil. We have therefore made a
commitment to start measuring soil to
landfill in 2012 and put a soil to landfill
target in place in 2013. During 2011
we have been consulting with all of our
regional businesses on the best ways
to measure soil waste on sites. Our
measurement methodology will
be finalised in 2012.

Our people
P30-33
Our partners
P34-35

We have had a major focus on
packaging waste in 2011. We
introduced a poster campaign on our
sites to ensure that site management
and operatives understand whose
responsibility it is to remove packaging,
plasterboard waste and other materials
from sites. In addition, we have been
working with our top 12 suppliers to
reduce the residual packaging produced
during the manufacture, delivery and
installation of the products that we use.
We have had a number of successes.
Roca, for example, is now using
biodegradable packaging for sanitary
ware. We have also undertaken a series
of trials including one with Hanson to
reduce polystyrene waste.

Our performance
P36-38

As part of this initiative we also
conducted a pallet repatriation trial
during 2011 with a reverse logistics
company to increase the percentage
of pallets that we return to suppliers for
re-use. The trial worked well and we will
introduce an improved pallet repatriation
service across the UK in 2012.

Case study

Supporting innovative projects
We work with the National Community Wood Recycling Project
(NCWRP) in our Bristol and South Wales regional business areas.
The NCWRP picks up our waste wood and reuses what they can, for
example selling it as DIY timber, making products and gifts for sale or
producing firewood. The remainder of the wood is recycled. NCWRP
is a network of social enterprises that create work and work experience
for disadvantaged groups. By September 2011 NCWRP had reused or
recycled over 270 tonnes of waste wood from our sites and the revenue
generated has helped them to create two permanent jobs.

Photo by Lisa Bailey

Waste generated per 1,000 square feet built (tonnes)
2011

2010

2009

General waste

2.75

3.39

3.69

Plasterboard waste

0.69

0.79

0.67

Total construction waste

3.44

4.18

4.37

Please note that construction waste is waste from the construction phase of our developments and excludes
other site wastes such as demolition, remediation and excavation including soil. Please see page 38 for further
explanatory notes on this data.

UK construction waste recycled or sent to landfill (%) (The percentage of
our total construction waste that is recycled or sent to landfill)
2011

2010

2009

Waste recycled

86

87

83

Waste sent to landfill

14

13

17

Please see page 38 for explanatory notes on this data.

During 2011 we continued to
produce comprehensive Site Waste
Management Plans for all sites.
18
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Environmental sustainability continued

Case study

Improving office and site
environmental performance
During 2011 we undertook a major review of the environmental
practices of our offices, site compounds and sales areas, including
showhomes. We asked our UK regional businesses to provide details of
current practices and suggestions for improvement in relation to paper,
water, energy, travel, waste and recycling. The resulting data will provide
a starting point for future improvements, target setting and monitoring
progress. During 2012 we will develop practical proposals for improving
our environmental performance in these areas.

Our customers
P27-29
Our people
P30-33

We engage regularly with our
suppliers with regard to green
procurement issues and improving
our procurement practices.

Our partners
P34-35

Targets
We will start to measure soil to landfill
and the water use of our sites, offices
and home plots before sale in 2012
and plan to reduce general construction
waste removed from site by a further
3%, having achieved an 18% reduction
in 2011 compared with 2010.

Taylor Wimpey East Midlands office building

Our performance
P36-38

Our Health, Safety and Environmental,
Waste and Resource Use and
Supply Chain Policies along with
statements from our health, safety and
environmental advisors are available at
plc.taylorwimpey.co.uk/
CorporateResponsibility/Policies/
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Our homes and communities
P09-26

We use energy and water efficient
fixtures and fittings and only A-rated
appliances in our UK homes. Timber
products will be sourced from legally
logged sources in all cases and from
species that are not included on the
IUCN Red List of Threatened Species.
We are committed to procuring
timber from sustainable sources with
assurance provided by an approved
scheme such as Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC), Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification
(PEFC) and Sustainable Forestry
Initiative (SFI).

Our approach
P04-08

Green procurement
Our newly updated Supply Chain Policy
highlights our preference for materials
with low embodied energy or a low
environmental impact and that are
responsibly sourced. We also have a
preference for locally sourced, recycled
or reclaimed materials wherever
practicable. Our Leybourne Grange
case study on page 25 provides
an example of meeting green
procurement requirements.
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Social and economic benefits
Our approach
P04-08
Our homes and communities
P09-26

We provide homes,
jobs and work
opportunities as well
as other benefits for
local communities
and charities.

Housing is an important part of the
UK economy. According to the 2011
CBI (Confederation of British Industry)
report ‘Unfreezing the housing market’
that Taylor Wimpey was involved in
producing, housebuilding makes
a significant direct contribution to
economic output and job creation and
also has an indirect impact on consumer
confidence and spending.

Our customers
P27-29

Building homes in which people
can afford to live
Taylor Wimpey builds a wide range of
houses and apartments with a broad
price range. We completed 10,180
UK homes in 2011, including building
in areas where there is chronic undersupply of housing. Approximately 20%
of these were designated affordable
(social) housing.

Our people
P30-33

We offer schemes on certain
developments to help first-time buyers
and existing home owners to buy a
home. These include our EasyStart
shared equity scheme and a Deposit
Match scheme to help a customer’s
mortgage deposit to go further. We offer
sensible, practical and affordable options
for our customers. We also support the

Government’s FirstBuy scheme that
provides an equity loan to first time
buyers. We provided 173 homes under
FirstBuy during 2011. 30% of our sales
were to first-time buyers in 2011.
Providing jobs and
work opportunities
Research undertaken by Professor
Michael Ball of the University of Reading
indicates that each home built in the
UK creates one and a half full time jobs.
The HBF (Home Builders Federation)
estimates that potentially twice this
number of jobs is created in the
supply chain.
We provided employment for 3,529
people in 2011. In addition, we use a
considerable number of sub-contractors
on our sites each month and provide
valuable contracts for our predominantly
UK suppliers.
Taylor Wimpey is a significant local
employer in the areas in which we
operate and we strive to recruit
the majority of our employees and
contractors from the local area. We
help small and medium sized
businesses to prepare the health, safety

Case study

Lending a helping hand
Our partners
P34-35
Our performance
P36-38

We try to support local
community organisations when
we can. A team of our employees,
contractors and suppliers
provided a much needed new
car park, street lighting and
road repairs for a local hospice
in Paisley in 2011. As Marion
Ford of ACCORD says, “When
the chap from Taylor Wimpey
turned up at the Hospice to make
the offer I thought we had won
the lottery. But true to his word,
within a few days workmen
descended on the car park area
and the work was quickly done”.
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Our homes and communities continued

Social and economic benefits continued

During 2011 we entered four
teams in a Three Peaks Challenge
organised by the COINS
Foundation who, in partnership
with Habitat for Humanity,
have committed to building
homes and funding school and
water projects in Africa and
the Carribbean. We raised over
£54,000, which was the highest
amount of money raised by
any participating company.
Team members included our
Chief Executive, Group Finance
Director and the Managing
Director of Taylor Wimpey Spain.

Our people
P30-33

Taylor Wimpey is a patron of CRASH,
the construction and property
industries’ charity for homeless people
and we provide funding as well as
helping the charity with various projects
and initiatives. We also support CRISIS,
the national charity for single homeless
people and our Chief Executive
is now a trustee of the charity.

Getting fit
for charity

Our customers
P27-29

Our Donations Policy is available
at plc.taylorwimpeyplc.co.uk/
CorporateResponsibility/Policies/
Our partners
P34-35w

Regeneration
In 2011, we built 64% of our homes
on previously occupied land known
as brownfield land. Every year we
regenerate significant areas of disused
or contaminated land to create vibrant
communities where people will want to
live. Besides being a waste of the scarce
land that we have in the UK, derelict
land has well documented health,
social, economic and other implications
on local communities. We are involved
in major regeneration projects such as
Raploch in Stirling, Rose Hill in Oxford
and Rowner in Gosport.

Each year we nominate one main
national charity and we are supporting
Centrepoint in 2011 and 2012.
Centrepoint provides emergency
accommodation, support, information
and training for homeless young people
and we have worked with them to set
up a network of UK charity partners.

Case study

Our homes and communities
P09-26

We run graduate, management training
and apprenticeship schemes (see
page 31) and support industry training
initiatives, engaging regularly with
industry and training organisations.
We are keen to promote career
opportunities in the housebuilding
industry. An example is further education
bursaries that we have provided since
2008 for three students from East
Dunbartonshire in Scotland.

Charitable and
community initiatives
We also contribute to local communities
in the areas in which we build through a
wide range of charitable and community
activities and we actively encourage
our employees to take part and help
fundraise. We are increasingly trying
to get more involved with charities
and community organisations and
to give them practical assistance
through volunteering labour, advice
and materials wherever possible. We
donated £211,000 to charity in 2011.

Our approach
P04-08

and environmental risk assessments
and other site-specific documents
that we require. This gives small,
local businesses the chance to work
with us and also allows them to seek
contracts with other large companies.
We also provide significant health,
safety and environmental training for
our contractors, which helps to improve
their employability.

Our performance
P36-38
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Our homes and communities continued

Community pinboard
Our approach
P04-08
Our homes and communities
P09-26
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Youngsters from Ysgol Penrhyn New Broughton School
with their ideal home designs for a competition at our
Mountain View development in Wrexham.
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Charity walk to raise funds to help construct and equip
a nursery school in Kakooko, Uganda and to boost the
Beans Means Brains project which provides school
dinners for Ugandan pupils.
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Our homes and communities continued

Community pinboard continued

Our approach
P04-08
Our homes and communities
P09-26
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Our partners
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Sponsorship of Coalville Town Ravenettes, a
Leicestershire-based under 15s girls’ team based in our
East Midlands region.

Our performance
P36-38

Sod-cutting ceremony for a new school that we
are
delivering at Hopefield in Bonnyrigg, Scotland,
due to be
finished by late summer 2012.

Pupils from Lakevie
w School in Wixa
ms near Bedford
receiving high-visib
ility vests and arm
bands after
learning about the
hazards of playing
on or around
building sites.
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Our homes and communities continued

Development case studies

Community

Partnership

Design &
Sustainability

Planning &
Engagement

Regeneration

Our approach
P04-08

Rowner Renewal Project, Gosport, Hampshire
The comprehensive regeneration of a 1960s estate on the South
Coast of England.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

The Rowner Renewal Project at Alver
Village is a £145m scheme which will
deliver approximately 700 new homes,
replacing a now substandard area
of housing, and an ageing shopping
parade. We have developed a close
working partnership with all members
of the consortium.

Our customers
P27-29

Rowner Renewal Partnership is the
consortium leading the project and
consists of Taylor Wimpey, Hampshire
County Council, Gosport Borough
Council, the Homes & Communities
Agency (HCA) and First Wessex
Housing Association.

Our people
P30-33

The Partnership has committed to
ensuring that those residents who want
to stay on the estate can do so, whilst
those that do not will be re-housed
elsewhere in the borough.
Over 18 months of detailed public
consultation took place with residents,

Our partners
P34-35

Size of site
Approx. number of new homes
Approx. number of private homes
Approx. number of affordable homes
Start of build
Anticipated completion of build

community groups and others, such as
local shops, businesses, schools and
the police, to develop a comprehensive
masterplan for the area. The well
attended public consultation events
included meetings, workshops,
exhibitions and a design weekend.
The plans gained overall support
during the initial consultation process,
with some residents eager to reserve
specific properties in phase one. We
listened carefully to residents concerns,
and this led to a withdrawal of a small
area of homes from the initial planning
application. The Partnership will be
reconsidering its ideas and designs
for this area and will carry out further
consultation to ensure that the
concerns of the community are
appropriately addressed.
We are building all new homes to level
three of the Code for Sustainable Homes.
18 hectares
700
440
260
Winter 2009
2017

Providing local
employment opportunities
The Rowner Renewal Partnership will
continue to work closely with local
residents and community groups
to deliver job opportunities and
community beneﬁts.
We have committed to providing
a minimum of ﬁve construction
apprenticeships on site for local
residents. In addition, we will
endeavour to provide jobs in
construction for local people
through our contractors and give
local businesses the opportunity to
tender for contracts on site. Our skills
and experience were particularly
important in concluding the contract
which has secured Tesco as the
anchor tenant in the retail part of the
scheme. This has greatly improved
the ﬁnancial viability of the project
and has created the potential for over
200 additional local jobs.

Our performance
P36-38
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Our homes and communities continued
Community

Development case studies

Planning &
Engagement

Landscape &
Biodiversity

Design &
Sustainability

Our approach
P04-08

Leybourne Grange, West Malling, Kent
A development showcasing high-quality design and sustainability
in the rural and historic setting of Leybourne Grange.

99 hectares
723
526
21
176
October 2008
December 2016

– All new homes on phase one will
be built to EcoHomes Excellent
standard with the affordable homes
also achieving Code for Sustainable
Homes Level three.
– The site will provide 10% of energy
from renewable sources with a
number of homes having solar
powered water heating.
– We have committed to homes
using no more than 32 cubic
metres of water per bedspace per
year. All properties will have low
water use fittings and appliances
and a significant number will have a
greywater recycling system.
– We have committed to using a
range of construction materials with
low embodied energy and toxicity.
30% of materials by value will come
from reclaimed or recycled sources
while 40% of materials by weight
will be sourced from within 30 miles
of the development.

Our partners
P34-35

– All homes (and the development)
will be built to Secured by Design,
Lifetime Homes, Inclusive Design
and Building for Life standards.

Our people
P30-33

Size of site
Number of new homes
Number of private new homes
Number of private refurbished homes
Number of affordable new homes
Commencement of build
Anticipated completion of build

A comprehensive landscape strategy
has been integral to the development
of the master plan for Leybourne
Grange. Wildlife protection and
encouragement measures have been
taken on the site including numerous
bat houses, a dormouse bridge and
purpose-built tunnels for water voles,
both of which cross the new link road.
Taylor Wimpey has become a corporate
ambassador for the Kent Wildlife Trust.

Eco-friendly redevelopment

Our customers
P27-29

The built development is set within
57 hectares of parkland, this includes
orchards, a three kilometre exercise trail,
lake and historic woodland, all
of which are being regenerated or
newly provided by us. Facilities will
include a community hall, healthcare
centre, centrally located village green,
special day school, sports ground,
and riding school.

We have established a Community
Development Trust (CDT), as part of
our long term stewardship strategy,
giving residents a stake in the ongoing
management of Leybourne Grange.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Leybourne Grange is a sustainable
community within an exceptional
landscape and woodland setting. We
have taken part in a collaborative design
process and are working in partnership
with the Homes and Communities
Agency, who own the site, to deliver
the scheme.

Our performance
P36-38
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Our homes and communities continued

Development case studies

Planning &
Engagement

Our approach
P04-08

Farriers Cross, Henley-in-Arden, Warwickshire
A small development in the heart of the village of Henley-in-Arden.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

We have designed a range of traditional
looking homes using local materials
to reflect the unique character of the
village. In keeping with its surroundings
the development is low density, with
plenty of green space and nearly half
of the homes being detached. Modern
construction methods and features
within the homes make them low
maintenance and economical to live in.

Our customers
P27-29
Our people
P30-33

Following the purchase of the site
in 2007, a planning application was
submitted for 69 affordable housing
units. However, public opposition to the
scheme was strong and we withdrew
the application. We reconsidered our
options and, following discussions
with the Planning Authority, decided to
pursue a mixed use scheme.
During 2010 we arranged a series of
local exhibitions in the village to present
our proposals to the local community
for a development of 45 homes plus a
4,000 square feet convenience store.

Our partners
P34-35

Size
Number of new homes
Number of private homes
Number of affordable homes
Start of build
Anticipated completion of build

We also held separate meetings with
the Parish Council and Ward members.
It became clear that there was concern
about a retail store pulling trade away
from the high street in Henley-in-Arden.
Over the course of lengthy discussions
with key local groups we re-drew the
scheme several times, removing the
retail unit and reducing the number of
homes to 43 and then further to 40
after more feedback from a final public
exhibition.
Prior to the planning application being
submitted, we presented this scheme
for 40 units to Planning Officers,
portfolio holders for both planning and
housing, the Chairman of the Planning
Committee, and key members including
local Ward members and Parish
Councillors, from whom we received
general support for our proposal.

An exemplar of good practice
A month after planning approval was
granted, it was reported by the Parish
Council that at their annual Parish
Assembly, Paul Lankester CEO,
Stratford District Council said during
his speech that in his experience
“the consultation between Taylor
Wimpey and the Parish Council
was an exemplar of good practice”.
District Councillor Stephen Thirlwell
agreed with him and said he hoped
that this would pave the way to more
developers following our lead of
liaising with local communities
on proposals.

After this extensive programme of
public engagement and consultation we
submitted the planning application for
the scheme, which was considered and
approved by the Planning Committee in
March 2011.
1.2 hectares
40
30
10
September 2011
2013

Our performance
P36-38
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Our sales and marketing materials
increasingly include details of the
sustainability and community features
of developments as well as the
environmental features of our homes.
Our purchasers receive information
on how to use and maintain specific
environmental features within their
homes as well as details of local
recycling schemes, where relevant.

Known as the Taylor Wimpey Sales
Academy, this training initiative will
provide a modular accreditation
programme covering an extensive range
of sales and marketing related areas
including environmental, sustainability
and community led planning issues.
Our aim is to develop the most
knowledgeable and competent sales
and marketing teams in the industry
and we will report further on this initiative
in 2012.
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Our performance
P36-38

Customer service remained a key area
of focus for Taylor Wimpey in 2011.
We continued to learn from a major
research project that we undertook in
2010 to better understand the opinions
and motivations of our buyers and
prospects. As a result of the research

The customer services section of the
Web site provides our home user guide
as well as details of our Customer
Charter, complaints procedures and
warranty information including step
by step guides to common homeowner
queries and contact telephone numbers
for all of our offices.

Also in 2011 we introduced a new
induction process for sales and
marketing employees to ensure that
our customer services approach
is consistent across the UK. We
undertook a training needs assessment
of all relevant employees and started to
develop a major training programme for
our sales teams.

Our partners
P34-35

The Customer Journey is consistently
applied on all UK developments and
forms the basis of a comprehensive
quality management system that also
ensures we comply with the Consumer
Code for homebuilders. We have a
customer service policy for our
sub-contractors to ensure they adhere
to our standards of care.

It includes information and brochures
for new developments as well as buyer
guides. There are also details of our
support for the Government’s FirstBuy
scheme for first time buyers as well as
our Taylor Wimpey shared equity and
mortgage deposit match schemes.

Improving our performance
We ran two national conferences
for our customer service managers
in 2011 to refocus attention on our
Customer Journey, share best practice,
exchange ideas and learn about new
developments such as using specific
environmental technologies.

Our people
P30-33

The Taylor Wimpey Customer Journey
is a standard set of procedures
designed to make sure our customers
have the best possible experience from
reserving their home all the way through
to aftercare once the sale is completed.
This includes regular meetings with our
site manager and sales staff both before
and after customers move in to their
new home.

Customer information
During 2011 we redesigned our
customer Web site to provide
significantly more information for existing
and potential customers. The site aims
to help our customers to navigate the
process of selling their existing home
and moving into their new home.

During 2011 we developed new
guidance and signage for our sales
centres. From 2012 we will be providing
considerably more locally focused
information for customers as well as
more detail about the energy efficiency
and sustainability performance of our
homes and communities.

Our customers
P27-29

Buying a home is a significant financial
and emotional investment. We aim to
make buying, moving into and living
in a Taylor Wimpey home as easy as
possible for our customers.

findings, we are making major changes
to our sales areas, employee training
and other aspects of our customer
service approach.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

We are dedicated to excellence in the
design and construction of the homes
we build, the quality of the locations
we choose and the customer service
we provide. We strive to deliver a
consistently high standard of customer
service throughout the UK.

Our approach
P04-08

We aim to deliver a great product and service that meets
the expectations of our customers.

Our customers continued

Our approach
P04-08

We engage regularly with organisations
such as the NHBC (National HouseBuilding Council) to ensure best practice
in our approach to customer service
and we strive for continual improvement.

Our homes and communities
P09-26
Our customers
P27-29

Customer satisfaction
In the UK, our customers are
independently surveyed by the HBF
(Home Builders Federation) eight weeks
after completion and the NHBC nine
months after completion. The survey
results form a key part of our customer
service management (CSM) system and
provide us with benchmarks against the
UK industry average. Please note that
the figures relate to survey scores that
were available at the end of December
each year.

Our people
P30-33

In Spain we achieved a customer
recommendation rate of 100% in our
customer surveys that are undertaken
internally. A full 100% of respondents
felt they were a valued customer and
the average score when asked how
satisfied they were overall with the
purchase of a new home from Taylor
Wimpey was 88% in 2011.

Our partners
P34-35

Targets
During 2012 we will continue to focus
on effectively delivering our Customer
Journey and improving customer
service. We will also introduce new
signage into sales areas that explains
energy efficiency and sustainability
issues as well as having more
development specific information. In
addition, we will continue to develop
the new sales and marketing training in
2012 before launching it throughout
the UK.

Case study

Pride in the
Job Awards
The annual Pride in the Job
awards run by the NHBC
(the National House-Building
Council) judges excellence
in site management and the
commitment to building homes
of outstanding quality.
We are delighted that 65 of
our site managers won Quality
Awards, 18 went on to win Seals
of Excellence and two of the
site mangers received Regional
Awards in 2011.
For the second year running
Mike Crawford, site manager of
Warleigh Village in Plymouth
was the runner up in the large
builder category of the Supreme
Awards for the UK’s best site
manager. According to the NHBC
Chief Executive, at the time,
Imtiaz Farookhi, “A Pride in the
Job award at any level marks the
recipient out as a top performer
Mike is an exemplar in his field”.

Our performance
P36-38

Our Customer Service Policy is
available at plc.taylorwimpey.co.uk/
CorporateResponsibility/Policies and our
consumer Web site is at
www.taylorwimpey.co.uk
Mike Crawford, site manager at
our Warleigh Village development
in Plymouth
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Our approach
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Case study

Building communities

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Claire Reid and her family bought a townhouse in our Broughton Gate development in Milton Keynes. She describes
the design as “fantastic – the top floor is a real parents’ sanctuary” but there is also “plenty of space for our son, Jack,
which means he can have all his toys in there and play happily in a safe environment”. According to Claire, “We soon
realised that there are so many people just like us here, families with small children, that there’s a real camaraderie
among our neighbours. Everyone is really keen to make friends, which is something you don’t always get on older
estates or streets where people have lived there for years. Broughton Gate has a real sense of community already, and
it’s going to be lovely to watch all the children around here grow up together. We’ll never get bored living here, and
we’re still discovering different places to go”.

Our customers
P27-29
Our people
P30-33
Our partners
P34-35

Taylor Wimpey UK Customer Satisfaction
2011
Taylor
Wimpey

2011 UK
housebuilder
average*

2010
Taylor
Wimpey

2010 UK
housebuilder
average

2009
Taylor
Wimpey

2009 UK
housebuilder
average

89.9%

87.9%

86.70%

84.80%

83.20%

83.50%

Customers satisfied or very
satisfied with the condition of their
home on the day they moved in

89.8%

88.7%

85.00%

84.30%

85.40%

84.70%

Customers satisfied or very satisfied
with the quality of their home

92.1%

91.2%

87.10%

86.90%

87.10%

86.30%

Customers who would recommend
us to a friend

92.9%

91.6%

86.90%

86.50%

86.70%

86.40%

* Please note the housebuilder average in 2011 is now based on volume and is an average of 10 housebuilders rather than 17 in previous years. This is a year to date score up
to 11 December 2011.
Taylor Wimpey plc Corporate Responsibility Report 2011
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Customers satisfied or very
satisfied with the service provided
during the buying process

Our people
Our approach
P04-08

Our aim is to attract and retain the
best people in the industry, helping our
employees to realise their full potential
and achieve success and satisfaction.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Our people are critical to our success.
In 2011, we directly employed 3,529
people across the UK. Our goal is to
become the employer of choice in the
industry, attracting and retaining people
because of our culture, the opportunities
for development and because Taylor
Wimpey is seen as somewhere to
achieve success.

Our customers
P27-29
Our people
P30-33
Our partners
P34-35

A key area of focus in 2011 was the
launch of our new Taylor Wimpey
Business Strategy. We ran 14 events
around the UK to introduce our
employees to the new Taylor Wimpey
cultural principles and strategy.

Anti-corruption and whistleblowing
We have introduced a new
Anti-Corruption Policy in line with the
Bribery Act 2010, which came into
force in July 2011. Taylor Wimpey has
a zero tolerance approach to bribery
and corruption extending to all of our
Company’s business dealings and
transactions in all countries in which
we operate.

Cultural principles and
business ethics
Our new cultural principles
(see page 5) are the values that
underpin everything that we do. We
strive to treat our employees fairly and
with respect, and to provide a safe
place for them to work. Our UK Taylor
Wimpey Code of Business Conduct
sets out our approach to our employees
as well as the standard of behaviour
that we expect of them.

During 2011 we also updated
our Protected Disclosure Policy
and circulated the new policy and
procedures to all of our offices and
sites. We are running a series of poster
campaigns encouraging employees
and sub-contractors to speak up about
concerns over wrongdoing at work and
advertising Safecall, the independent
reporting hotline service that we use.
We received 11 calls to Safecall
during 2011.

We support the United Nations’
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and have policies and processes
in place to ensure that we act in
accordance with our values in relation
to areas such as equal opportunities.

Training and development
We have focused strongly on learning
and development in 2011 and have
made our training much more structured
and targeted. As part of this, we
have condensed and tailored training
programmes as much as possible,
which has made them much more
intense and more effective
for participants.

Our performance
P36-38

Diversity
Taylor Wimpey operates in diverse
communities. We believe that
embracing this diversity will enable us
to succeed through a workforce that
is inclusive, creative and innovative.
We introduced a new Diversity Policy
in 2011 (see page 5). In addition, we
have been looking at our recruitment
practices with a view to developing an

30

increasingly diverse workforce. We will
be undertaking an audit of the diversity
of our employees in early 2012 and will
report annually on workforce diversity
from 2012 onwards.

This condensation of training
programmes does, however, mean that
we fell short of our target of providing
an average of 2.5 days training in
2011. We believe that we achieved
the same intensity of training in 2011,
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During 2011 we recorded an Annual
Injury Incidence Rate (AIIR) of 378 in
the UK, which is below the 2010/11 ‘All
Home Builder Rate’ of 552 declared by
the HBF (Home Builders Federation)
and the ‘Construction Sector Rate’
2010/11 of 536 declared by the Health
and Safety Executive. We also recorded
a reduction of our number of reportable
RIDDOR injuries by 24% when
compared to 2010.

Our performance
P36-38

We strive to be a responsive company,
to engage with our employees and to
listen to their views. We have a formal
annual developmental review process
for all salaried employees and have
employee consultation committees in
our regional businesses.

Brett Seaman, Apprentice of the Year,
Ayr College
Our partners
P34-35

We continue to support the UK
construction industry’s Construction
Skills Certification Scheme (CSCS).
A total of 98.2% of our workforce,
including sub-contractors, were carded
at the end of December 2011. The
CSCS was set up to improve quality,
reduce accidents and provide evidence
of workers’ occupational competence.

Our UK operations are accredited
by CHAS (the Contractors Health
and Safety Scheme). We continue
to support the Safety Schemes in
Procurement (SSIP) initiative, a
pre-qualification scheme that accredits
the safety standards of suppliers and
contractors for competence. We
encourage our UK contractors to
sign up to SSIP.

During 2011 we recruited eight
new graduates for our intensive
graduate programme, 16
management trainees and 40
new apprentices. This means that
we had a total of 98 apprentices,
54 management trainees and 16
graduate scheme participants
within Taylor Wimpey at the
end of 2011.

Our people
P30-33

During 2011 we continued to develop
a coaching and mentoring programme
designed to develop the talent of
employees within our organisation and
to aid succession planning. We will
launch the programme and finalise the
list of initial participants in 2012.

Our health, safety and environmental
management system is audited by our
regional health, safety and environmental
advisors and local management
team Directors visit all sites monthly.
On at least a monthly basis every
operating site has an health, safety and
environmental audit completed by our
independent site health, safety and
environmental advisors, RG Wilbrey and
C-MIST. The health and safety aspect of
our management system is in line with
the principles set out in OHSAS 18001.

Developing
careers in
housebuilding

Our customers
P27-29

During 2011 we updated our Taylor
Wimpey induction and extended our
sales induction. We continued to
provide our Circle Management Training
programme, which aims to improve the
leadership skills of our middle and senior
managers. A total of 42 managers had
completed the training by December
2011. All of our managers and
directors also receive performance
management training.

We have a formal, comprehensive
and fully integrated health, safety and
environmental management system in
place in the UK. We update this system
and associated procedures frequently
to reflect changes in legislation and
best practice. Our aim is to continually
improve our health, safety and
environmental management year
on year.

Case study

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Structured programmes operate across
all levels of the organisation aiming
to improve skills, quality and career
progression. We engage regularly
with a range of industry and other
organisations with regard to human
resources, training
and development.

Health and safety
Health and safety continues to be
a non-negotiable top priority for our
company. One of our six cultural
principles is that we will not compromise
in ensuring that everyone leaves our
sites safe and well.

Our approach
P04-08

but delivered this in an average of
1.7 days per participant including
health and safety training. Learning
and development remains a high
priority across the Group and we have
set ourselves a target of achieving
a minimum of 1.5 days training per
employee in 2012.
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Our people continued

Our approach
P04-08
Our homes and communities
P09-26

In the UK in 2011 we delivered an
average of 28.3 hours (4.0 days) of
formal health, safety and environmental
training to our site operational staff and
2.3 hours (0.3 days) to other staff plus
a range of informal on-site and on the
job training. Support staff received less
training than anticipated due to training
on updated Construction, Design and
Management (CDM) procedures being
moved to 2012 rather than taking
place in 2011.

Our customers
P27-29

We continue to provide regular health,
safety and environmental update
training for site management and we
run senior management health, safety
and environmental training for all new
directors each year. In addition, we
introduced a one day health, safety
and environmental leadership training
programme for our site management
teams in 2011.

Our people
P30-33

Also in 2011 we ran a training
programme for our groundworkers’
supervisors after identifying from our
incident reporting that on site safety
could be improved by ensuring that
contractors such as our groundworkers
are well supervised on sites. We
provided training for 1,280 supervisors.

Our partners
P34-35

We continued our health and safety
poster campaigns focusing in 2011
on specific issues for particular trades.
Themes included reminding scaffolders
to use their fall protection and all
operatives on site to work safely
around machinery.

Our performance
P36-38

In 2010 we identified minor slips and
trips as a key area of focus and used
poster campaigns and training to raise
awareness of this as our main cause of
accidents on site. We achieved a 15%
reduction in slips and trips in 2011. We
will maintain our focus on this area as
part of our drive to reduce all accidents.
We have a comprehensive health and
safety management system in Spain
based upon OHSAS 18001 and have
a rigorous internal and external audit
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Case study

Listening to our employees
During 2011 we introduced
careers group meetings where
we bring together the Chief
Executive, Group Human
Resource Director and a number
of employees. The groups will
discuss how best to attract,
develop and motivate different
groups of employees. The first
group was made up of female
employees including a graduate
trainee, a site manager, a
Sales Director and a Regional
Managing Director. We discussed
how to help women succeed
within Taylor Wimpey, their
career ambitions and issues such
as flexible working arrangements
to fit around family life.
process. Our external health and
safety coordinators inspect all of our
construction sites on a weekly basis
and score all sites on a monthly basis.
Each site is visited at least quarterly by
Directors with responsibility for that site.
During 2011 we had no Health and
Safety Executive Enforcement Notices
issued to any of our sites within the UK
for non-compliance with health and
safety legislation and no incidences
of non-compliance in Spain.
Targets
We will conduct a UK employee survey
in early 2012 and undertake an audit
of the diversity of our employees. We
aim to provide 1.5 days of training per
salaried employee including health and
safety training in 2012. In addition, we
will launch our coaching and mentoring
scheme across the UK.

Ingrid Skinner, Managing
Director of our Central London Business
Photograph by Anthony Lycett

In 2012 we will introduce a major UK
training and awareness initiative to
encourage all of our management
teams to adopt a collective responsibility
for health and safety. Health and safety
will continue to be a top priority for our
Company and we have set ourselves a
target of achieving a further reduction
of 5% in our number of UK RIDDOR
reportable injuries in 2012. We will
also provide training on updated CDM
procedures and a minimum of two days
HSE training for our site management
and operational staff.
Our Code of Business Conduct
and Diversity Policy Statement, our
Anti-Corruption and Whistleblowing
policies as well as our UK and Spain
Health, Safety and Environmental
Policies are available at are
available at plc.taylorwimpey.co.uk/
CorporateResponsibility/Policies/
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Our people continued

Our approach
P04-08

Case study

Pensions excellence

Our homes and communities
P09-26

We are delighted that Taylor Wimpey
has been awarded the Pension
Quality Mark (PQM) PLUS, the top
mark of excellence from the National
Association of Pension Funds
(NAPF). The PQM PLUS standard
is given to employers who provide
an outstanding defined contribution
pension to staff with employer
contributions of at least 10%.

2011

2010

2009

2008

UK

378

557

520

680

Spain1

749

1807

1107

854

Our people
P30-33

1 Please
note that the incident rate for Spain equates to two incidents in 2011, three incidents in both 2009 and

2010, and four incidents in 2008.
Please see page 38 for further explanatory notes on this data.

Annual Injury Incidence Rate (AIIR) for all major injuries
(incident rate per 100,000 employees and contractors)

UK

2011

2010

2009

2008

59

116

113

132

0

0

0

214

2011

2010

2009

2008

51

67

60

98

Please see page 38 for explanatory notes on this data.

RIDDOR injuries
(Number of reportable RIDDOR injuries per year)

UK

Our partners
P34-35

Spain2

Our customers
P27-29

Annual Injury Incidence Rate (AIIR) for all reportable injuries
(incident rate per 100,000 employees and contractors)

Our performance
P36-38
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Our partners
Our approach
P04-08

A positive and structured approach to
working with others is at the heart of a
successful development.

Our homes and communities
P09-26

We aim to be the land buyer and
residential developer that everyone
wants to deal with. We strive to work
with others through collaboration and
partnership for mutual benefit. Some
of our key partners are as follows:

Our customers
P27-29

Public sector and landowners
We work with local authorities, the
Homes and Communities Agency
(HCA), and other public sector
organisations on most of our schemes.
We work in partnership to ensure
each development can be
successfully completed.

Our people
P30-33

Our relationship with past, current and
potential future landowners is particularly
important because land is the vital ‘raw
material’ for our business. Working
together and creating relationships
that benefit everyone involved will
help make sure that we maintain
a supply of land to provide new
homes in the future.

Our partners
P34-35

The HCA has established the Delivery
Partner Panel (DPP) to provide Local
Authorities and Registered Providers
(RPs) with a one stop shop for
development and construction-related
works and services. Taylor Wimpey is
a member of all three regional panel
clusters. The panel is designed to
provide fast and simple procurement,
access to a pre-qualified list of high
quality providers, a flexible range of
services and a wide choice of housing
suppliers.

Our performance
P36-38

Affordable housing providers
We provide affordable (social)
housing on a significant proportion
of our developments every year. We
completed 2,048 affordable homes
in the UK in 2011, approximately
20% of total homes completions. Our
successful partnership with independent
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housing organisations that are RPs
is an important part of this – the homes
we build need to take into account
the requirements of the RP while also
remaining commercially viable.
Local communities
Active, effective and well-timed
community engagement is central to
our development processes and our
approach to community led planning.
Building an effective partnership with
the local community brings significant
benefits to the community as well as
to the scheme’s progress, the sale
of homes in the development, and
the development’s management and
maintenance in the future. See pages
10 to 11 for more information.
Suppliers and sub-contractors
Our suppliers and sub-contractors
are an integral part of the success of
our business and we strive to work in
partnership with them, to ensure their
safety on our sites and to treat them
fairly and with respect.
We aim to do business with those
who understand and aspire to our
business aims and values. Suppliers
and sub-contractors are required to
enter into a framework agreement with
Taylor Wimpey that includes specific
provisions in respect of issues such
as health, safety and environment
and also requires them to adhere to
our Supply Chain Policy, which was
updated in 2011.
The policy sets out our commitments
to our suppliers and sub-contractors
as well as what we expect of them. We
require sub-contractors and suppliers
to comply with all relevant legislation and
regulations as a minimum. Contractors
must meet basic statutory employment
requirements and rights and ensure
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Our partners conitinued

Case study

Supplier and
sub-contractor engagement
In 2011 we engaged with suppliers to ensure that they focus on safe
delivery and vehicle offloading at our sites. We are introducing a zero
tolerance policy on this from early 2012 and will require all suppliers to
follow new Taylor Wimpey guidelines. We regularly invite suppliers and
sub-contractors to work with us to improve site safety. During 2011 we
consulted scaffolding operatives and contractors and, as a result, made
improvements to our scaffolding loading bay designs.

Our homes and communities
P09-26
Our customers
P27-29

All of our UK suppliers and
sub-contractors must provide
extensive information on their
approach to health, safety and
environmental management. In addition,
supplier agreements are vetted to
ensure that purchases meet our health
and safety requirements. We include
health, safety and environmental criteria
in the selection of our suppliers and
maintain a list of approved suppliers
and sub-contractors which is
regularly reviewed.

Our approach
P04-08

that their employees are legally entitled
to work in the country. Where materials
are sourced from developing countries,
we expect our suppliers to meet at a
minimum the fundamental core labour
standard conventions set out in the
International Labour Organisation (ILO)
1998 Declaration of Fundamental
Principles and Rights at Work.

Our people
P30-33

In the UK, we engage regularly with our
sub-contractors with regard to on-site
health, safety and environmental issues.
We also undertake quarterly reviews
of all national suppliers and engage
with them to improve our performance
and theirs in terms of health, safety
and environmental and other areas.
Please see page 18 for examples of
collaborating with suppliers with regard
to improving environmental performance
and reducing waste.

Our partners
P34-35

During 2011, we wrote to our national
suppliers asking them to provide
extensive and up-to-date health and
safety information. All suppliers will be
vetted to ensure that they still meet our
pre-qualification standards.

Our performance
P36-38

Targets
In 2012 we will vet all current suppliers
in terms of health and safety and will be
enforcing a zero tolerance policy on
safe delivery and vehicle offloading.
We will also continue to work with
our 12 largest suppliers on reducing
packaging waste.
Our Supply Chain Policy is available
at plc.taylorwimpey.co.uk/
CorporateResponsibility/Policies/
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Our performance
Our approach
P04-08

2012 targets
A summary of management and performance targets set for 2012.
We will continue to comply with the UK Corporate Governance Code and to measure, monitor and report annually on our
Our approach –
CR and governance corporate responsibility performance. We will continue to participate in the NextGeneration benchmark of the sustainability
performance of housebuilders.

Our homes and communities
P09-26
Our customers
P27-29
Our people
P30-33

Our approach –
climate change

We will report on our GHG emissions on an annual basis and participate in the Carbon Disclosure Project.

Our homes and
communities –
Community led
planning

We will continue to focus on improving our community engagement and will further develop the About Taylor Wimpey Web site.

Our homes and
communities –
Design

In 2012 we will introduce our new Building for Life process across our UK businesses and provide training for everyone who will be
working with it. We will also continue to review, assess and further improve our new house type range.

Our homes and
communities –
Environmental
sustainability

We will start to measure soil to landfill and the water use of our sites, offices and home plots before sale in 2012 and plan to
reduce general construction waste removed from site by a further 3%.

Our customers

In 2012 we will introduce new signage into sales areas that explains energy efficiency and sustainability issues as well as having
more development specific information. We will also continue to develop the new sales and marketing training in 2012 before
launching it throughout the UK.

Our people

We will conduct a UK employee survey in early 2012 and undertake an audit of the diversity of our employees. We aim to provide
a minimum of 1.5 days of training per salaried employee including health and safety training in 2012.
In addition, we will launch our coaching and mentoring scheme across the UK.

Our people –
health and safety

We will introduce a major UK training and awareness initiative to encourage all of our management teams to adopt a collective
responsibility for health and safety. Health and safety will continue to be a top priority for our Company and we have set
ourselves a target of achieving a further reduction of 5% in our number of UK RIDDOR reportable injuries in 2012. We will also
provide training on updated CDM procedures and a minimum of two days health, saftey and environmental training for our site
management and operational staff.

Our partners
P34-35
Our performance
P36-38
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Performance against 2011 targets
Climate change

Publish our first annual report of UK carbon emissions under
the CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme in July 2011 and publish
the data in our 2011 CR Report.

Achieved. See page 8.

Community led
planning

Deliver our new learning and development training programme
for UK employees on methods of effectively engaging with
local communities.

Achieved. See page 11.

Develop a best practice community engagement guide for
internal use in the UK.

Achieved. See pages 10 to 11.

Address how we can integrate Building for Life Standards into
our approach to housebuilding in the UK.

Achieved. See page 12.

Continue to work on and refine the new house type range
as we start to build these homes across the UK.

Continuing. See page 12.

Establish a system for measurement of UK soil waste to landfill
with a view to gathering accurate data in 2012 and setting a
reduction target in 2013.

Continuing. See page 18.

Design

Environmental
sustainability

Our homes and communities
P09-26

2011 achievements

Our approach
P04-08

2011 target

Continue our collaborative work with WRAP on waste reduction. Continuing. See page 17.

Our people

Our partners

WRAP commitment of 20% reduction in construction waste
by 2012 based on a 2007 baseline.

53% reduction achieved in 2011 on a 2007 baseline.
See page 18.

Continue to analyse the results of our consumer research project Achieved. See page 27.
and use the insights from the research to develop action plans.
Achieved. See page 27.

Provide 2.5 days of training per UK employee.

Not achieved. See page 30 to 31 for further information.

Undertake employee survey in the UK.

Postponed. The survey was undertaken in February 2012.

Further develop the new UK coaching and mentoring scheme.

Achieved. See page 31.

Continue to work with our UK contractors on improving our
and their safe systems of work and maintain strict control
over operations on site to help minimise health, safety and
environmental related incidents on site.

Continuing. See pages 31 to 32.

Address slips and trips in the UK and reduce our RIDDOR
rate by 5%.

Reduced slips and trips by 15% and the number of RIDDOR
reportable injuries by 24%. See pages 31 to 32.

Provide an average of 20 hours of health, safety and
environmental training for site operational staff and 6 hours for
support staff such as office-based employees.

An average of 28.3 hours of training provided to operational
staff. Support staff received 2.3 hours of training.
See pages 31 to 32.

TWL will continue to work with WRAP on ways to reduce
packaging waste and increase the use of reusable packaging.

This work is continuing but has not been a primary focus for
TWL during 2011.

Produce a Waste and Resources Strategy for our UK
supply chain.

Achieved. See page 18.

Work with our UK suppliers to identify specific packaging
waste reduction projects, starting with our top 10 suppliers
during 2011.

Achieved. See page 18.

Our partners
P34-35

Undertake a training needs assessment to identify where
we can further improve our sales and marketing training for
UK employees.

Our people
P30-33

Health and safety

18% reduction in construction waste achieved.
See page 18.

Our customers
P27-29

Our customers

Reduce general construction waste removed from site by
a further 5% in 2011.

Our performance
P36-38
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Data Table
Our approach
P04-08

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and other relevant data that demonstrates our performance in terms of corporate
responsibility. Please note that our KPIs appear in italics in the table below.
2011

2010

2009

10,180
109
Yes

9,962
118
Yes

10,186
175
Yes

10,923
13,444
426,281
450,648

10,194
23,903
425,741
459,838

11,524
23,731
419,734
454,989

2,048
£211,000
£130,167

1,824
£199,000
£92,055

1,709
£236,000
£68,534

– Level Three
– Level Four
– General waste
– Plasterboard waste
– Total construction waste
– Waste recycled3
– Waste sent to landfill3

1,158
75
2.75
0.69
3.44
86%
14%
64%
100%

570
0
3.39
0.79
4.18
87%
13%
63%
100%

663
22
3.69
0.67
4.37
83%
17%
65%
100%

– UK4
– Spain4

92.1%
100%

86.9%
92%

86.7%
98%

– Group
– UK
– Spain

3,529
10%
11%
98.2%

4,428
9%
3%
98.6%

4,782
7%
2%
98.6%

1.7

2.3

#

8
16
40
5.2
11

6
8
40
#
1

8
9
19
#
#

– UK

51
378

67
557

60
520

– Spain7
– UK

749
59

1807
116

1107
113

– Spain
–S
 ite management and
operational staff8
– Support staff (e.g. office
based staff)8

0
4.0

0
3.9

0
#

0.3

0.9

#

General
Number of completions

– UK
– Spain

Maintain compliance with the Combined Code

Climate Change

Our homes and communities
P09-26

Direct GHG emissions – GHG Protocol Scope 1 (tonnes CO2e)
Electricity indirect GHG emissions – GHG Protocol Scope 2 (tonnes CO2e)1
Other indirect GHG emissions – GHG Protocol Scope 3 (tonnes CO2e)1
Total CO2 (tonnes CO2e)

Our homes and communities
Number of affordable home completions in the UK
Value of charitable donations
Value of Section 106 (England) and Section 75 (Scotland) Agreements in the UK (£’000s)

Environmental sustainability
Number of completed units built to UK Code for Sustainable Homes
Tonnage of UK construction waste per 1000 square feet built

Our customers
P27-29

Percentage of UK homes built on brownfield land
Percentage of UK sites with biodiversity action plans (SSEAPs)

Our customers
Percentage of customers who would recommend us to friends and family

Our employees
Our people
P30-33

Average number of employees
Annual employee turnover
Percentage of UK site operatives (including sub-contractors) who were CSCS
carded by 31 December
Average number of days training per monthly salaried employee

–U
 K (including health and
safety training)5

Our partners
P34-35

Number of individuals recruited for the Taylor Wimpey graduate programme
Number of UK management trainees recruited
Number of UK apprentices recruited
Average number of days absence per salaried UK employee
Number of calls to our Safecall reporting hotline service

Health and safety and environmental management
Number of reportable RIDDOR injuries per year
Annual Injury Incidence Rate (AIIR) for all reportable injuries (incident rate per
100,000 employees and contractors)6
Annual Injury Incidence Rate (AIIR) for major injuries (incident rate per 100,000
employees and contractors)6

Health, safety and environmental training days per UK employee
Our performance
P36-38

1	Please see page 8 for more notes on this data.
2	Please note that construction waste is waste from the construction
phase of our developments and excludes other site wastes such
as demolition, remediation and infrastructure including soil. Waste
data in 2011 is set on tonnage per 1000 square feet built rather than
the previous tonnage per housing unit reported in 2010 and earlier
reports. This normalisation criteria better reflects waste generation.
Data from 2009 and 2010 has been revisited on the same basis.
3	Waste recycled and waste landfilled figures now include recycled
plasterboard (excluded in previous CR Reports). Data from
2009-2010 has been revisited on the same basis.
4	UK and Spain figures relate to customer survey scores that were
available at the end of December each year.

5	UK training data covers formal training programmes that are
organised centrally but excludes regionally organised health,
safety and evironmental training and additional on-site and on
the job training.
6 	We have reviewed the way in which we report on health and safety
incidents and, with the sale of our North American business, we
are now reporting AIIR annual incident rates per 100,000 employed
rather than incidence frequency rate per 100,000 hours worked
that we used in the 2010 and earlier reports. Our revised approach
is consistent with the UK Health and Safety Executive’s approach.
Data from 2008–2010 has been revisited on the same basis. Please
note that the figure for the 2010 UK AIIR incident rate published in
the 2010 CR Report was calculated incorrectly.

7	The injury frequency rate for Spain equates to two incidents in 2011,
three incidents in both 2009 and 2010, and four incidents in 2008.
8	Health, safety and evironmental training data includes formal training
programmes but excludes regular on-site update training such as
tool box talks, etc.
# Data not available.

During 2011 we had two cases within the UK of non-compliance with environmental legislation, receiving two Abatement Notices, one for dust and one for noise see page 17. We had no
cases of non-compliance with health and safety legislation in the UK or Spain.
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We value your feedback and welcome
comments on this report or any aspect of
our approach to corporate responsibility.

Feedback request
Please e-mail us at:
CRreport@taylorwimpey.com
Write to:
The Group Company Secretary
Taylor Wimpey plc
Gate House, Turnpike Road
High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
HP12 3NR

For more information visit
plc.taylorwimpey.co.uk

